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ENVIRONMENTAL ATTORNEYS MAINTAIN PROP. 64 LEGAL FIGHT NOT OVER 

Environmental organization attorneys maintain that despite a loss this week in

the state's high court over the retroactivity of an initiative that blocks key

environmental and consumer lawsuits, the outcome of another legal battle may

still provide them standing under public trust laws to sue in some instances. 

The California Supreme Court July 24 ruled Proposition 64 -- a November 2004

initiative that substantially narrowed the state's broad Unfair Competition Law

(UCL) -- must be applied to pending cases. Before passage of Prop. 64,

environmental attorneys widely used the UCL to sue over violations for which no

environmental enforcement provisions existed, or to obtain instant injunctive relief

to halt an ongoing environmental violation, several anti-Prop. 64 attorneys said. 

The July 24 ruling in Californians for Disability Rights v. Mervyn's 

holds that even cases pending before the courts when the law was enacted in

November 2004 must comply with tighter restrictions on who has standing to

sue. The restrictions require a potential UCL plaintiff to prove harm to person or

property to bring a lawsuit under the UCL, and are expected to impact several

pending environmental cases. 



Prop. 64 "prevents uninjured private persons from suing for restitution on behalf

of others," and applies to cases now being tried by the courts, the decision

states. The decision is available at InsideEPA.com. 

Anti-Prop 64 attorneys lamented the future of UCL litigation, saying some cases

may be in doubt. One attorney offered the hypothetical example of a pollutant

discharged into a publicly owned river, if no one's property was harmed, and if

federal Clean Water Act provisions do not apply. Where before attorneys could

sue under the UCL, now nobody may be able to sue, the attorney said. 

But the attorney and another anti-Prop. 64 lawyer said a trial court 

ruling earlier this year may provide a new avenue for some environmental cases to

proceed. In a February ruling in the Center for Biological Diversity's (CBD) case

against Altamont-area wind power companies over raptor kills, Alameda County

Superior Court held that harm to the public trust constitutes standing to sue.

"The court dealt with the Prop. 64 challenges pretty early," the second attorney

said. 

The case is still making its way through the trial court and is in the 

discovery phase now, the attorney said. Challenges to the public-trust 

aspect of the decision would take place next year, after a decision on the rest of

the case has been issued. 

Despite this narrow avenue, the attorney said pressure may increase on the

Legislature next year to write citizen-enforcement provisions into the state's

water, air and forestry codes. 

Meanwhile, industry representatives applauded the high court's July 24 stance on

the pending cases. Pro-Prop. 64 attorneys such as Fred Hiestand, a lawyer for the
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Civil Justice Association of California, praised the July 24 ruling's strong stance

against "frivolous" lawsuits. 

"No one who actually lost money or property had an interest in this 

decision; such cases were not affected by Proposition 64," he said in a July 24

written statement. "Today's ruling dealt with cases that were of, by, and for the

trial lawyers."
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